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Introduetion

4t The submarine ridge syste~m between Greenland' and Scotland eon-

stitutes a major obstaele for the spreading of the cold (-0.5 to

-0.90 C) and relatively saline (~34.920/oo) water fram its fo~a

tion area in thc Greenland/Norwegian Seas into the North A~lantie.

Ever since KNUDSEN (1899) first observed this overflow, numcrous

field studies were aimed at determining thc sealas of its varia

tions in spacc and time. Whereas the topographie eontral of thc

overflow proccss and the spatial Beales of its fluctuations could

be determined on the basis of suffieiently dense hydrographie sce

tions or even synoptic surveys that bcearoe available until 1960,

(for referenees see HANSEN and MEINCKE, 19 i 9) i t ~-Ias not untJ.l

1973 that eontinuous records of 30 to 50, days duration wcrc ;;:)b

tained fr~~ moored instruments deployed during thc expedition

"Overflow 173" (ICES 1975). From these data MEINCKE (1975) und

ROSS (1976) suspected that overflow-cvents werc correlatcd ,..,i th

ehanges of the atmospheric pressure distribution at the synoptic

scale of order 10 days.

In order to obtüin statistically nignifieant information on

the time seüle of overflow-variations, "thc joint USA/lccland/UK/

USSR and F.R. Gcrmany project MONA (Monitoring the Overflo~~ into

the North Atlantic) was launched in 1975 by mcoring near bottom

current meters at 7 positions on the Greenland-Scotland ridge.

In thc De~~ark-Strait thc by far largest signal in thc low fre

quency band was obscrved at a time sCüle of 1~5 to 2.5 days with
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a.'Uplitudes conpaTablc to the mean flow (l'u'\GMRD ;;md HALMBERG,

1978). Thc authoTs contribute this to a baroclinic instability

process with thc statistics however being highly non-stationary.

A preliminary analysis of time series on thc Iccland-Paroc ridge

and in thc Faroe-Shetland Channel (MEINCKE and KVINGE, 1978)

occasionally indicated encrgy maxima in thc pcr!od bands B to

'1 days end 2 to 5 days in correspondcnce to spcctrn of atmos

pheric pressure. Howcver, coherenccs between the variable3were

rnostly belo'\v marginal emd no interpretation was possible in terms
of direct coupling bet\leen atmospheric and oeeanographie fluctua

tions. Continuing with the analysis of these dnta, the prescnt

paper investigates thc spcetral properties of the recorded

occanographic parareeters for the period range from 2 hours to

about 50 days. It i5 the aim to deseribe the relation between

the observed fluetuations and the regional hydrography und to

diseuss thc effectiveness of baroclinie instabilities verzus

meteorological foreing in causing the fluetuations.

Thc hydrographieal setting

Figure 1 shows the"topography of the southeastern portion of

the Ieeland-Faroe ridge and most of the Faroe-Shetland channel

whieh are both part of the Greenland-Seotland ridge syste~.

Wher~as the northcastern flank of the Iceland-Faroc ridgc h.::m

a uniform slope with thc isobaths in southeast-northwest diree

tion, the crest is eharaeterized by aseries of notehen eutting

aeross (FLEISCHER et al., 1975). Figure 1 shows that thc mooringGt

MONA 3 is located in the transition area between one of the

notches and the flank with the loeal isob~ths (at 5 km scale)

in east-west direction. This 1s in contrast to thc loeation of

rnooring MONA 1 which was moored in thc deep and narrowing part

of thc Faroe-Shetland channel in smooth topography with the i~o

baths in northeast-southwest cirection. Tablc 1 gives thc exact

positions of the moored instruments and other relevant informn

tion. The contrast in topographie conditions for MONA 1 nnd 3

a130 holds far the hydrographie situation. Figure 2 shows thc

characteristic distribution of tcrnpcrature on sectionu past the
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ooring locction. It clear y 10cates the instrument on D'A ~ nto

the zone of the polar front which para11els the southeaste n part

of the Iceland-Faroe ridge (HANSEN nd MEINCKE , 1979). Th typical

width o~ t e ron near t~e bottom is 30 ~m and it 5 P s e

nearly omogeneous orweg an Sea deep wate~ from the stra f1 d

mixed atere on th Atlantic side of the front (MEINC_E , 197 ).

~ean ering and ed ying in the frontal zone at sp tial cales of

the 0 __ r 30-50 km locallv leads to temperature chan("es as

demonstrated in F1gure 3. During phases of higher ambient tempe

ra- re t e amplit d?s cf shorter term (tidal) fluctu tions are

hiqh, ...ere- s the presence of Norwegian Sea deep ater 1 ds to

the low temp~rature cut-off around -0.50 C with only very small

f1 ctu tio I despite unchanged amplitudes of the tidal c rren s.

In conyr st to the conditions at MONA 3 the instrument on

MONA 1 was permanently 10cated in Norwegian Sea deep w t r. Al-,

though th temperature sensor failed this statement is safe since

more t an years of monitoring the Faroe-Shetland chann 1 h ve

proven the pers stence of the nearly homogeneous deep iater at

these depths (MARTI I 1966).

Kinematica structure of current fluctuations

Frequency spectra of twice the horizontal kinetic energy (HKE)

at stations ONA 1 and MONA 3 are shown in fi.gul.~ 4 J.' "p c

are daminated by a strong peak at 2 cpd. T.e fre enc r 0

is such that inertial oscillations and semidi rn t ce

resolved. A further peak occurs at 1 cpd and indicates di rn 1

component which is daminated by the O,-tide (KOLTERMANN , 197 ).

Outside t i5 frequency r nge the spectra decrease smoothly and

approxirnately proportional to a w- 2 power-law. At long perio s

(> 10 d) the spectra become more or less flat. An energy-con erv1ng

plot (not shown) would have a peak around 10 days.

Bo h the spectra at MONA 1 and MONA 3 are ratt.er imil r ~n

pe b t ot in magnitude. Throughout the low-f eq nc r e,

es at MON 3 exceed those at MONA 1 by a fa~to of 2-3

t high frequencies the energies are ident!cal. Th t f ctcr

1s o~ 0 t.e 5 re of he depth ra 10 (H1/H3)2 3.'. As low-
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frequency current fluctuations in the area are normally nearly

barotropic (K LTERM N et al., 1976), we conclude that within

their stati tical :cur cy the low-frequer.~y mass transport

fl ct ti ns at bot~ st tions are almost identieal.

I order to inveLtigatL the horizontal scales f motion, we

have c c 1 t ero S-3pectra between various current co pone.t

at _0' A 1 a d • NA •. s an example in figure 5 coherence and

p .ase b twee the NE-cornponents at both stations is sh 'ne Th s

curves are represe~:f tive for all other combinations of compo

1ents. G nnra~ly, .d coherences are rather low. Only t sem -

diurnal.e rn 1 peri ds s gnificant values wer found between

all compone s. At 10 frequencies few eoherenee values re

m rgina_Iy sig.if1cant, e.g. at 6.6 days period. If that co

herence i5 not spurious ~t would indicate propagation of a

signal between ~DNA 1 and MONA 3 (the component t MONA 3 leads).

We feel, however, that conclusions about wavelengths and propa

gation di~ection based on a single m rgina_ eoherence w uld be

rather shaky. Further and more closely spaced stations ar re

quired to deter.mine the horizontal scales of motion uniquely

from current measurements alone.

The following analysis of the current fluctuations is per

formed in a rotary rather than cartesian representa~1on of the

current veetor (GONELLA, 1972). The argume t for is c 0 ~~

is that the surrounding topography is ext emely 1rregular n

no "natural" coordinate system can be 1dentified eas1 y. We 111

consider enerqy spectra (E) of the clockwise (+) and anticlock

wise hor zo.tal velocity components. A useful number 15 the

ratio E+ (w)/E_ (w) which contains information on he kinemati

c : structur of the motion. (The ~ of both quantities is, of

course, identical to the HKE plotted in figure 4). The simplest

conceivabl situat~on would be described by linear, invi eid

d unforced Ylami s, with the horizontal mo e turn balance

g1 en by

! x 1
p A p
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in st~dard notation. Assurning a superposition of plane aves

with andorn phase relations, one can derive from (1) the con

si tency relation

(2)

•

tlL~E IEDLER, 1976 .

The b er ~d val~ S E+/E_ from stations MONA 1 and .ON 3

are Lotted i figu~e 6. Also s.own is the theoretical curre

(2) (full ine). W1th f w exceptions, the observed v~Jues are

er h J P e ic~_op. '2, a d show an e cess of co te -c k-

wis ene gy, or more prec'sely a lack of excess of clockwise

en rgy. On round 10 days at station MONA 1 there is n 0. 0-

site t~nden , with too much clockwise energy.

A the vio_ations of relation (2) are significant at the 95 %

1 vel, e ve to ask for possible mechanisms causing this be-

l via r. One 0 ssib e candidate is friction as both current

mete s . else to the bottom and rnay be affected by tur ulence

in a friction _ layer. Considering a simple G ldberg-Mohn

friction ln (1) the onsistency relation becomes

(3)
(f -w)2 + A2

(f +w)2 + 2

here A-1 is an effective dissipation time. ~he dash· line in

figu e 6 corresponds to (3) with a constant value A-1 - 1.5 h.

.. At O.A 3 eq. (3) is a much better description cf the observa ions

than the frictionless form (2), except near tidal and inert al

freq encies. T e discrepancies could be f rther reduced by relax

ing the physical unreasonable assumption that A 15 c tant with

frequency. Therefore we conclude that at MONA 3 the ~ur_ nt

fluctu tions are co siste t with a description by random ' super

posed free w ves with friction invoked.

T e itu tion at MONA 1 is sornewhat different. Fir.st of all,

frequencies t e observed values of E+/E_ exceed those at

3 and hence would require a larger valle for the frictional

~~"a~a tU. This would be surprising as the in trument a ON 1

1s located 51 above the bottom as compared ~o 17 so

6-
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that one would expect stronger frictional influcnce at ~ONA 3.

Furthermore, some values of E+/E_ are outside the range which

in principle can be reached by (3), namely cxcceding unity

(c3pGci~11y at diurnal period) and below the theorctical curve

(2) (a~ound 10 days). Thus it seems that friction nlone

cannot cxplain the observations nt MONA 1. It in more likely

that thc cornplicated ehannel geometry imposes constraints on thc

phascs of different wavetrains.' In this ease thc thcoretical

ratio E+/E_ depends on these phase differences, and no simple

~esults ~s (2) or (3) a~e available.

In oruer to obtain information on the directional structure

of tohe fluctuations we considcr thc coherence y+_ betweon thc

t~lO rota:::".! components. Perfect coherence is equivalent to a

unique orlentation '1 of thc current ellipse which i5 relnted to

the phase difference ~+_ by Y c $+_/2 (Y counted mathematically

positive from east). Perfect coherence generally indicates a

mcnoehromatic wavo train in the horizontal plane. Zero coherence,

on the other hand, implios that the current ellipse degrades into

a circle and that there i8 no preferred direction of prineipal

axes, although this does not necessarily indicate horizontal

isotropy (cf. WILLEB~~D et al., 1977).

Cohorence y+_ and phase difference $+_ for stations MONA 1

and MONA 3 are 8ho\~ in figure 8. The coherence 1s significant

nearly e~erywhere and indicates a strong directionality, at

MONA 3 sornewhat lOBS than at MONA 1. Especially large values

oeeur at semidiurnal tides. Except for thc tides, cohercnce

gradually decreases toward higher frequencies, and thc direc-.

t10nal distribution becomes more diffuse. Most phases are be

tween 0 0 and 900 , and the orientation of the current ellipse

doos not vary much with frequency.

The ra~io.of major/minor principal axcs and thelr orientation

i8 listcd in table 2. Thc direction of thc major principal axis

contains information about the horizontal direction of thc

disturbances. In case that thc simple model (1) applies, both

directions are idcntical, and the propagation direction in

determined up to ± 180°. It i8 obvious that these dlrections
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shou d be elated to the topography map (figure 1), especially

a lew r qu neies where the eon istency relation (2) 1s valid.

By d large, we find NE-SW direetion at MONA 1, and E-W diree

tion a" .o~A 3, pralle!.... the bottom contours. Thus, it se ms

t. t 't. fl uating motion is strongly eOlltrolled by the .. oce.l

t gr y.

re measurements nalysis

•

•

_h~ t per ture ~ime series obtained at position MON 3 has

mean v of 0.70 C and a rms derivation of 1.,0 C. Aalready

ich temperature time series in figure 3 shows a

.ar edly non-gaussian distribution with frequent low-temperature

c t-of. around -0.50 C, a pattern related to adveetion of the

polar fr t past the instrument.

The temperature autospeetrum is shown in fig re 9. The spec

x i r·tler smooth and deereases with a slope around -2 at

~re enci a ove .1 epd. The peak t semidiurnal (and inerti 1)

fr que cy i5 rouen less prominent than it is in the eurrent

p ctrum (fig. 4), and at the diurnal frequency there is no

significant peak at all.
The covariance between temperature and current is largest in

the direction of 200 eloekwise from north with <u'T'> =+ 2.8
0

cm s -1, a v lue that significantly differs from zero a "'LC 95 ,

probability level. The eorresponding eddy heat fluy int. h .
r.: -2

direction, H = P c
p

<u'T'>, 1s then found to 1,2 • 10
j

W .

Figure 10 shows the cospectrurn between temperature and current

in 200 vs. frequeney fn an energy-conserving way such tha th

area u der the curve is proportional to the contribution to the

to al covariance. It demonstrates tha by far the largest contri

bution to the eddy heat flux comes from pe~iods longer than 1

days.
Fi re 11 displays for various periods the eoherenee bet~ n

l~mper'atur and current as a function of the current dir·ction.

os p riods maximum coherenee occurs between direction N and

~ e notice that this direction differs by some 30- 0
0

rom

the direction of maximum correlation. The cause for th t differenee
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s the s rong • nisotropic structure of the current fl c uations

which have their max~um am litu e in E-W direction.

T e coherer e between temperature and current in 3500 direc-

tion tted i figure 2 together wit.. the corres~ond . 9

p ase d i ff ren,~e. Although the cohere ce 1s not very high, it

1s nererthe'ess clearly s1gnifieant at most _requencies. ~he

ph se is near zero at low frequencies, indicating that high

temperatures aud northward currents occur simult neou'ly. At

shor_e~ periods the p a e changes towards -900 s that here

.orthwar currents erecede higher temperatures. It i5 import nt

tc 0 e tA~ phase shift is significant at the 95 % evel

despi'e tel ~ eoherence values.

The informa;ion in figures 9-12 allows some semi-quantitative

co c~us ns a ut the heat balance at s ~;on MONA 3. The ob

served correl~tion between eurrent and temperature suggests

that horizontal adveetion must be a dominant proeess. WILLEBRAND

d MEI C E (1980) have proposed a toehastic adv ction model

consider1ng the heat balance equation

( ) f - llT

w_th f = - uag (summa ion over a = 1,2 understood)

where the co rdinate system is oriented sue , that 2 ls in he

directi n of 3500 hieh on the aver ge gi e~ the largest eohere.ce

between eurrent and temperature. Tm 15 a 10 al time average of

temperature sed to defi e the mean temperature gradient, llT

represents the diffusion term and ga is a fluetuating horizontal

temperature gradient. Now if the veloeity is a broadband

stationary funetion of time, the fluetuating tempera ure gradient

will be almost independent of the loeal instantaneous velo ity.

Henee the foreing term f in (4) is uncorrelated with ~ and

effecti ely aets as 'noise". The spectrum f ean be fo nd to be

J f {w = fdw' EHRE (w') Eg (w-w')

= E + Eu
u 1 2

i t e speetrum of (twice) the hO'1zon al
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kinet~ energy.
In orde to evaluate (5) we have to specify the temperature

gra ient sp ctrum F.
g

(~I). One possible idealization is to think

of a numb:=r of differelt water masses, each with its own

temperatu e, Deing adv~cted past the instrument. In this case

the t':'m~ ~eries of tem ~,erature gradient eonsists of aseries

of spikes and has a wh)~ spectrum, Eg (w) = const, and -he

situa on is complet~ly analogous to the one-dirnension ease

eonside_ed by PHILLIPu (1971). Indeed, inspeetion of the

tempp.rature time ser es in figure 3 reveals that at tiroe~ the

tern_era~ure is m -e o~ less constant over intervals of np-arly

a eek. At other times, however, the ~nstrument lies in a

gr dient region of varying intensity as one ean see from the

intensity of tidal fluetuations in the temperature reeord. The

la tter situation would correspond to a speetrun\ Eg (w) peaked,

at low frequencies.
In crude way the spectrum ean be modelIed as a lirear eom-

bi tion f both limiting eases,

with the constants F
o

' F, yet to be determined. If in addition

the mean temperature gradient aTm/3x2 and the diffu ic,n c n t nt

~ are determined, a theoretical estimate for the curve3 observe

in figures 9 and 12 can be obtained. These parameters ean be

.. found by applying some kind of fitting procedure. Less t an op

timal but sufficiently aceurate values can, however, aIr ady be

determined by inspection. From the high-frequency end of the

temperature spectrum where the white part of Ef (w) dominates the

forcing we find the constant Fo ~ 3.5,0-
13

(0 e/crn)2/

c d. From t" e phase changes near aperiod of 7 d~ys in figure 10

we find ~ ~ (2~/7 days) = 10-5 sec-'. Finally, the parameters

aT /a:
2

and F, are related 11 a somewhat coupled way to he co-

re e at low frequeneies and to the spectral peak at tidal

f-eg ency. By means of a non-systema ic trial and error method
-60 -12 0 2

we find 3T
rn

/3x2 = - 10 e/ern and F, = .3'0 (e/ern).

The theoretical curves with those parameter values a~e shown
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in figures 9 and 12 (dashed lines). By and large, the agreement

with the observed values is quite satisfactory. Discrepa eies

oeeur in the energy speetrum between .1 epd and 1 epd where the

t.eoretie 1 speetrum is too large by some 40 %, and in the eo-

erence curve here t e theoretical coherenee is generally teo

large at low frequencies. One obvious r son is the over

simp11fiea~ion i (6).

The total variance of the temperature gradient fluctuations

were c timated to be < g2 > 1/2 = 2.7· 0-60 eiern, ore than

double the magnitude of the rnean gradient. More than 90 % of

t~at v ria~ee 1s ~s~ociated with the white part of the spectrum.

Knowing the varianee of both temperature and temperature gradient

we ean define a typical horizontal scale L of he fl ctuating

tempera ure field by

With the numbers given above an equivalent wavelength 2~L ~ 25 km

is yielded in agreement with typieal eddy dimensions as found by

HANSEN and MEINCKE (1979).

Energeties

Two possible mechanisms are most likel to ause th_ obser ea

current and temperature fluetuat ons, namely (i) baloel n_c &.
stability of the polar front jet and (ii) generation by . -.05

pherie disturbanees. Although the information in our data is by

far insufficient to apply a quantitative theory of either

mechanism, it 1s possible to roughly estimate their relative im

portance.

From turbulent heat flux and mean temperature gradient one

can caleulate a horizontal eddy diffusivity. Neglecting he

diffe ence in the directions of both vectors, we define ~ by

u'T' = - ~ dTm/dx2. nserting the numbers given above we f a

= + 3.106 cm2 s-1.
I

Turbulent heat flux down the mean temperature gradient indl-

cates that energy is flow ng from the mean field into t e fluctua-
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definitions

E
1 (-;2 + u,2)-- "2 Po u 1~-<.in 2

1 a2a 2 T ,2
E •= '2 ""'---'--

N2pot Po

( 8)

tions. To dceide whethcr or not an instability meehanism can be

effeetive at all, wo estimate the rate of energy eonvers~on S

from available potential energy of the mean field into eddy

energy. Wc usc thc simplified equation of state P = p (1 - ßT)
o

and thc

for eddy kinetie and available potential energy. In thc absence

of friction, horizontal shoar of the mean flow, and pressure work

at tho boundaries of the volurne of fluid under eonsideration, and

assuming a mean temperature gradient in u 2 (~ north) - direetion,

the eonversion rate is given by

(9) s =

(cf. LORENZ, 1967, PEDLOSKYL-1979).

Inserting the values u,2 + u,2 = 225 (cm/s)2 for the low frequent
1 2 3 1

(period >2d) eurrent fluctuations, N = 3 • 10- -s- for the Brunt-

Väisälä frequeney, ß = 7 • 10-50 C- 1 and the observed heat flux

and rms temperature, we obtain

Ekin 110 -3- erg cm

• -3Epot - 320 erg crn

S - + 1.5 . 10-3 . -3-1
erg cm s

The total energy is in the same range as typieal values found by

BRYDEN (1979) in the Drake Passage while the conversion rate is

one order of magnitude higher, largely due to the stronger

temperature gradient at MONA 3. Hence, the time scale which ean

be defined from total energy and conversion rate i5 much shorter

than Bryden's values, namely 3-4 days. That time scale is of

-12-
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same order as the eharaeteristie time seale of the fluetuations

indieating that the cnergy transfer from mean to fluctuating

energy must be an important process in the energy balance of

the fluetuations.

In order to investigate the possibility cf direet atmospheric

generation, we havc calculated coherenees between all observed

oceanic variables and sea level pressure and pressure gradient.

Essentially, no significant coherence between any oceanie and

atmospheric variable was found. However, this result does not

necessarily indicate that atmospheric generation is unimportant,

as even in idealized eases not much eorrelation between atmos

phere and ocean can be cxpected (WILLEBRMtD et al., 1979).

The flux of mcchanical energy from wind into the ocean is

calculated as average product of wind stress and surfaco velocitytt

< ! . ~s >. Assuming that surface and observed near-bottom

velocity are of same magnitude and that the energy is distri-

buted uniformly over the water col~n, wo obtain for the 10eal

input rate

Here y~u denotes an average correlation between corresponding

wind stress and current components.- We.estimate y~u < 0.3 as a

larger va1ue wou1d have been detected in the analysis. Inserting

~rms = 2 dyne cm-2 , u rms = 15 cm s-1 and Ii ;:: 500 m, we find

S~ ~ 3 • 10-4 erg cm-3 s-1, almost an order of magnitude smaller ..

than convorsion of mean potential energy.

Summary and discussion

Statistica1 analysis of one-year current and temperature

time series has revealed information on the kinematical struc

ture of the flow, and also allows to speculate on the dynamies

governing the motion.

The observed current fluctuations have a dominant time scale

of 10 days, considerably longer than the value of 2 days observed

in Denmark Strait by SMITH (1976) and AAGAARD and MEINCKE (1978).
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At low frequeneies (ineluding tides) the eurrents are strongly

anisotropie, their major prineipal axis being roughly parallel

to thc bottom contours. Towards higher frequeneies the aniso

tropy is less pro~inent, espceially at MONA 3.

A eonsisteney test was perfo~ed in order to test the eoneept

of randomly superposcd, linear and free waves. At ~~NA 3, that

eoneept proved uscful at periods longer than 2 days. At higher

frequeneies additional frietion and/or foreing is required to

balance momentu~, w1th a time scale from a few hours to less

than 1 h. At MOl~A.1, however, that eoneept 1s not applicable.

probably duc to thc domlnat1ng influcnee of the geometry

preventing thc randem phasesin favour of more organized, basin

rnode-like motions •

Temperature variations obscrved at MONA 3 eanbe explaincd

almost perfeetly in terms of a simple stoehastie model een

sisting of three ingredients: horizontal adveetion of menn

tempernture field, adveetion of eddy temperature field and

diffusion. Charaeteristie parameters whieh ean be determined by

fitting the model are mean ternperature gradient, horizontal

eddy seale and a diffusive time seale. The first two of those

parameters are in good agreement with hydrographie observations,

and their determination from a single instrument demonstrates

the additional information gained by.relating eurrent and

tcmperature with a simple model.

Prom the eorrelation of eurrent and temperaturc signal, wo

inferred a loeal eddy heat flux of 1.2 • 105 W rn- 2 in northerly

direetion. Taking the regional orientation of thc polar front

into aeeount, that indieates an influx of heat into the Nor

wegian Sen normal to the front. If this nu~~er is rcprcsentative

for the total frontal zone between Ieeland and the Faroes, i.e.

for a depth range from 200 m to 500 m over a length of 440 km

then thc cddy heat flux eontributes 1.6 • 1013 W to the heat

bUdget of the Norwegian Sea. This amount is of the same order

as 0.9 • 1013 whieh is the hent lost from thc southwostern Nor

wegian Sea by adveetion of low salinity intermediate water along

the frontal zone into southeasterly direetion (MEINCKE, 1978)

and the transport by Norwegian Sea deep \'luter aeross thc
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Iceland-Faroc ridge (WORTHINGTON, 1970). Thus, it is dß~on

strated that heat flux by eddies is at least loeally important,

although its contribution to the total heat bUdget of the

Norwegian Sea may still be small.

A streng flux of energy from mean available potential to eddy

energy suggests that baroclinie instability is a major souree

of thc low-frequeney fluctuations. l~ether or not, however, the

aetual rncan tempcrature and current field at MONA 3 is baro

elinieally unstable, and if so whether or not the dominating

period (~ 10 days) of the observed fluetuations eoincides with

that of the most unstable waves, is an open question. Attempts

to relate eurrent observations quantitutively to instability

models have been made by SMITH (1976) for the Denmark Strait,

and by MYS&~ and SCHOTT (1977) and BRYDEN (1979) for other

areas. In the present ease, a similar comparison is not possible.

because Ci) the data are too sparse and do reveal neither

vertical nor horizontal structure of the fluctuating fields,

and (ii) thc cornplicated topography prevents use of a simple

analytical model.

The average input of energy from fluctuating winds is

estimated almost an order of magnitude less than potential

energy conversion. This result is somewhat ironical as the

question of wind generation was one pf thc main motivations to

launch this experiment. Our tentative conclusion is that ovar

most of the time the observed eddies are generated by instubility

of the polar front. Only occasionally, during the passage of ..

strong atmospheric eyelones (MEINCKE, 1975), wind generation

is likely to play the dominant role.



Table 1 - General inforrration on time series obti.lined at position M)NA 1

and MJNA 3

•

Parameter

Position

Bottam depth (m)

Instrum. depth (m)

Rec. interval (h)

Rec. start. (GM!')

Rec. stop (GIT)
-1*Mean speed (cm s )

*~..ean direction (degr.)

*t-Ean t:e.nperature (Oe)

Eddy kinetic energy (cm2 s -2)

~DNA 1 HGNA. 3

600 35'N 63°11'N

05°09'W 09°02'W

947 534

896 517

1 1

JUN 8,75,00 JUN 8, 75,00

FEB 16,76,00 JUN 13,76,00

1.6 1.8

105 32

- 0.68

418 584

•

* Frorn lcw-passed t.iIre series, half-power-period 30 hours, 167 filter
weights .
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Table 2 - Ratio of major to minor principal axis of current ellipse and

orientation of major axis cOUIlter-clockwise fran east

,- MONA 1 MONA 3
Perioo. {d}

Axis ratio
# Direction {o} Axis ratio Direction {o}

43 7.0 40 4.5 I 14

21 6.8 40 3.2 9
I14 6.1 40 2.9 18

9.5 6.8 39 4.4 25

6.6 6.2 40 1.8 9

4.7 3.8 38 1.8 38 e
3.4 3.1 20 2.2 57

2.5 2.6 18 1.7 -5
1.9 2.9 33 2.0 17

1.4 2.3 17 1.3 33

1.1 5.1 22 2.3 -2

.83 2.3 5 1.5 6

.63 1.4 0 1.1 32

.48 14.2 9 5.2 22
,

•



Figure 8

Figure 7

•

FlGURE LEGEI\"'DS

Figure 1 - Bathymetry of the Southeastern. Iceland-Fa.:t:'OE! ridge and the Farce
Shetland channel with locations of mcx::>rings MJNA 1 a."ld l'ONA 3.

Figure 2 - sections of te.rrperature based on CI'D-measurernents in Ju.."le 1977
by RV Poseidon (after MEDJCKE, 1978). Orientation of sections
indicated in Figure 1, uooring FOsitions rnarked.

Figure 3 - Portion fran the tirre series of terr.perature and current
carp::Jnel1ts (u

1
, east, u2 north) at position~ 3.

Figure 4 - l\utospectra of twice the horizontal kinetic energy at both
stations.

Figurc 5 - Coherence and phase difference of NE current canponent betwecn
stations r-niA 3 and !'il'JA 1. Error bars indicate 95 % confidence
interval. Shaded. area in coherence diagra.'U indicates 95 %-range
of coherence estinute if true coherence is zero.

Figure 6 - Ratio anticlcckwise over clockwise energy for both stations, with
95 % confide."lce lirnits.
Full line: Thcoretical prediction fran eq. (3)
Dashcd line: Prcdiction frau eq. (5) ,with ;\-1 = 1.5 h.

- Values A (w) which make observed and predicted E+/E identiC<."1.l at
MONA 3.> Dashed lines are ;\=f and ;\= w, respectivcly, for canp:lrisar
of tenns in (4).

- Coherence and phase differencc between rotaJ:y current canponcnts
at both stations. Phase FOsitive if anticlockwise cCll1pOnent leads.

Figure 9 - Full line: Obser:ved tcmperature spectrum at M:NA 3.
Dashed line: Theoretical prcdiction fram cq. (19).

Figure 10 - Cospectrt.."'U bctween tß'TpCrature and NNE current at~ 3.

Figure 11 - Coherence between ternperature and current vs. current direction fOJ
various frequency bands. Scale of absissae applies to 43 d pericd.
Following curves are shiftoc upwards by 0.25 units cach.

Figure 12 - Coherence and p..~e difference between temperature and 350 0

current ccn;xment (full line) •
Dashed line is prediction frau eq. (21) and (22).
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